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Organ Utilisation – Update for Advisory Group Chairs Committee 
 
There is an appreciation across Advisory Groups that a proportion of 
reasonable quality donor organs go unused for transplant. Significant 
numbers of organs are retrieved and not transplanted, and numerous others, 
particularly for heart and lung, are turned down on donor characteristics 
alone. Figures for the first 6 months of the year are appended 
 
There is also a view, expressed increasingly strongly, that whilst their activity 
is closely scrutinized, this is in contrast to that of the transplant arm. SNODs 
and Intensivists express surprise that after a lot of work on their part, organs 
are turned down in an apparently arbitrary fashion. 
 
There are initiatives in most of the Advisory groups to address the problem, 
with varying degrees of enthusiasm 
 
From LAG, funding is being sought to carry out a repeat exercise, an initiative 
of Chris Callaghan, of examining the 30-40 kidneys removed but not used 
over two months, by sending them all to Guys Hospital. There will be both 
subjective assessment by a pool of renal transplant surgeons and some 
objective assessment, including histology. 
 
BAG is undertaking an exercise to assess lost donation potential from a 
subset of young donors 
 
PAG is setting up a scheme to send retrieved pancreata considered unusable, 
including damaged organs, to Oxford and Edinburgh. There will be a 
subjective assessment, and in addition, islet donation used to assess organ 
quality. 
 
CTAG has received extensive audit data on unused organs. All centres have 
subscribed to robust local donor audit, and the quality of this will be a part of 
the Peer Review process. 
 
A brief presentation of some of this data, with comparisons against 
international figures, will be made at the BTS meeting as part of the NHSBT 
session. 
 
AG Chairs Committee members are asked to consider what other steps can 
be taken to increase the use of some of these apparently transplantable 
organs.  


